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Tornado Gallery 

"Modern Art Space"

Considered as a haven of art for young aspiring artists, the Tornado

Gallery is indeed a dedicated space for modern art forms. Be it sculptures,

plasma art, computer or electric art, this gallery gives you an insight into

the finer nuances of avant garde art. Besides that, the gallery also

promotes music by hosting live acts, gigs and concerts in its premises.

 +1 806 687 1644  www.tornado-gallery.com/  1822 Buddy Holly Avenue, Lubbock TX

Buddy Holly Center 

"American Music Legend"

The Buddy Holly Center houses numerous different attractions. The

Buddy Holly Gallery is a permanent exhibit which houses memorabilia

from Holly's life growing up as well as artifacts from his music career. The

center also contains a Fine Arts Gallery which features changing exhibits

of contemporary visual arts. The third space is dedicated to the Texans

Musicians Hall of Fame which highlights artists from Texas and especially

the western part of the state. With so many fun things to see and learn

about, the Buddy Holly Center is a fun day out for the whole family.

 +1 806 775 3560  www.buddyhollycenter.or

g/

 info@buddyhollycenter.org  1801 Crickets Avenue,

Lubbock TX

 by Tasos_Lekkas   

Louise Hopkins Underwood Center

for the Arts (LHUCA) 

"Promoting Art in Lubbock"

Creating a haven for the arts in Lubbock, the Louise Hopkins Underwood

Center for the Arts (LHUCA) aims to create a community art center for

western Texas. Classes as well as spaces in the center are affordable and

many non-profits make their home in the LHUCA. Each month, a different

artist's work is featured at the site, and programs and events are ongoing.

 +1 806 762 8606  www.lhuca.org  info@lhuca.org  511 Avenue K, Lubbock TX
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